[1] This article proposes a technique to map the tidal winds in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) region from the observations of a four-station meteor radar chain located at middle-and low-latitudes along the 120 E meridian in the Northern Hemisphere. A 1 month dataset of the horizontal winds in the altitude range of 80-100 km is observed during December 2011. We first decompose the tidal winds into mean, diurnal, semidiurnal, and terdiurnal components for each station. It is found that the diurnal/semidiurnal components dominate at the low-latitude/midlatitude stations. Their amplitudes increase at lower altitudes and then decrease at higher altitudes after reaching a peak in the MLT region. Hough functions of the classical tidal theory are then used to fit the latitudinal distribution of each decomposed component. The diurnal component is found to be dominated by the first symmetric (1, 1) mode. Yet for the semidiurnal and terdiurnal components, the corresponding dominant modes are the second symmetric modes (2, 4) and (3, 5), and considerable contributions are also from the first antisymmetric modes (2, 3), (3, 4) and second antisymmetric modes (2, 5), (3, 6). Based on the decomposed results, we further map the horizontal winds in the domains of latitude, altitude and local time. The mapped horizontal winds successfully reproduce the local time versus altitudinal distributions of the original observations at the four stations. Thus, we conclude that the meteor radar chain is useful to monitor and study the regional characteristics of the tidal winds in the MLT region.
Introduction
[2] The mesosphere and low thermosphere (MLT) is an important region coupling the lower and upper parts of the atmosphere. Different atmospheric oscillations (gravity, planetary, and tidal waves) propagate through this region, leading to the energy and momentum transportations from the lower to higher altitudes. Among these waves, the solar atmospheric tides play a significant role in this region, owing to their quite large amplitudes as well as the regular and persistent features.
[3] Both space-borne and ground-based instruments have been used to investigate the atmospheric tides in the MLT region. Recently, the space-borne observations, such as the Wind Imaging Interferometer and High Resolution Doppler Imager on board the UARS, and the TIMED Doppler Interferometer on board the Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Mesosphere Energetic and Dynamics (TIMED) spacecraft, revealed a wealth of information on the global structure of upper atmospheric tides [Manson et al., 2002a; Oberheide et al., 2006 Oberheide et al., , 2007 Pancheva et al., 2009b; Shepherd et al., 1999; Wu et al., 2006] . Owing to the virtue of their global coverage, they are capable of providing both the latitudinal and longitudinal structures of any tides from the space-borne measurements; this makes it possible to distinguish the migrating and nonmigrating tides and to decompose different Hough modes Lu, 2008a, 2008b; Mukhtarov et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2006] .
[4] Extensive MLT wind observations have also been conducted from ground-based instruments like the meteor radar, medium frequency radar, and Fabry-Perot interferometer [Chang and Avery, 1997; Forbes et al., 1995; Fujii et al., 2004; Hocking et al., 2001; Holdsworth et al., 2004; Igarashi et al., 1996; Jiang et al., 2008; Manson et al., 1999; Namboothiri et al., 2000; Tsuda et al., 1987; Xiong et al., 2004; Zhao et al., 2005a Zhao et al., , 2005b . While a FabryPerot interferometer cannot obtain wind data at all during the day [Marsh et al., 2000] , a radar, such as a medium frequency radar or a meteor radar, can provide continuous measurements with 24 h local time coverage. Taking such advantage, various oscillations of different tidal frequencies during a given time period and their day-to-day variability can be demonstrated. In addition, the meteor radar is capable of providing detailed information on the vertical structure, including the vertical wavelengths and vertical propagation direction in the MLT region [Mitchell et al., 2002; She and Li, 2004; Yuan et al., 2008] .
[5] Many tidal features in the MLT region have been studied making use of both space-borne and ground-based measurements mentioned above. However, limitations exist in each kind of measurements. For instance, the satellite instruments suffer from the lack of local time coverage and the missing of day-to-day variability at a particular time. Composite data of several months are usually required to provide the information on different tidal frequencies, which results in a statistically climatological picture of tidal oscillations rather than variations in a short time scale. On the other hand, due to the lack of spatial information, groundbased observations at a single station cannot afford to describe the longitudinal and latitudinal structures; this makes it difficult to extract tidal signals of different longitudinal wave numbers and latitudinal Hough modes. Therefore, many authors have to estimate the contributions of different Hough modes from the poor observations on the vertical structure of tides [Chang and Avery, 1997; Xue et al., 2007; Yuan et al., 2008] .
[6] Attempting to fix these problems, this work proposes a technique by fitting the Hough modes to the wind observations from a newly built meteor radar chain located along the 120 E meridian in the Northern Hemisphere. It is important to point out that this Hough mode fitting provides an algorithm to map the horizontal winds distributed with latitude, altitude, and local time.
[7] In the following parts, we first briefly introduce the meteor radar observations in section 2. This is followed by the details of the analysis method including Fourier transform and Hough mode decomposition in section 3. Section 3 also provides the predicted map of the tidal components as well as the horizontal winds from Hough mode decomposition results. Further discussion regarding to the validity of Hough mode decomposition in the MLT region and its quality verification are presented in section 4. Finally, section 5 gives the concluding remarks.
Observation and Data
[8] A meteor radar chain was recently established by the Institute of Geology and Geophysics, Chinese Academy of Sciences (IGGCAS). As illustrated in Figure 1, [Hocking et al., 2001] . The early observation from one of the four stations, Wuhan Station, have been investigated by Xiong et al. [2004] and Zhao et al. [2005a Zhao et al. [ , 2005b .
[9] On the basis of the sufficient observations of the meteor radar chain, the zonal and meridional winds (u and v) in the MLT region with resolutions of 2 km in altitude and 1 h in time have been estimated from the measurements of the radial velocity and angles of arrival. Figures 2 and 3 separately show the observed zonal (u) and meridional (v) winds during the 1 month period in December 2011. The data of 11 December 2011 at Mohe Station are not available. For the sake of the first continuous 1 month data of all four stations from the IGGCAS meteor radar chain, we chose this 1 month dataset to describe the average characteristics of the tidal winds.
[10] Generally, both the zonal and meridional winds show obvious periodic oscillations. It is seen that the diurnal variation dominates at the two lower latitude stations, i.e., Sanya and Wuhan stations, while the semidiurnal variation is more important at the two higher latitude stations, i.e., Beijing and Mohe stations. It is obvious that the tidal phases propagate downward, implying the upward propagation of the tidal energy. Similar to the observations given by Guharay and Franke [2011] , the meridional wind is weaker in magnitude comparing with the zonal wind over the observation period at most stations. The exceptional case occurs at Sanya Station, over which the amplitude of the meridional wind is remarkably larger than that of the zonal wind.
[11] The tidal amplitudes for both winds also have obvious day-to-day variability especially around the December solstice. In this paper, for the sake of brevity, we focus on the average features of December 2011.
Data Analysis and Results
[12] In general case, the atmospheric tides consists of two categories, i.e., the migrating and nonmigrating tides [Oberheide et al., 2007] . It is difficult to distinguish the two kinds of tides for the lack of the longitudinal information. Fortunately, the nonmigrating tidal components are quite small relative to the migrating ones in the MLT region. For instance, at most latitudes and altitudes, the nonmigrating components, e.g., DE3 and SE2, the most important ones, are quite smaller than the corresponding migrating ones with the same frequency (e.g., DW1 and SW2) from the Global Scale Wave Model 09 [Hagan et al., , 2009 Hagan and Forbes, 2002] . This can be proved using the TIMED Doppler Interferometer/ TIMED observations [Wu et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2008a Wu et al., , 2008b . In addition, we use the model results of Global Scale Wave Model 09 to verify the validity of the method we will proposed (this is not included in this manuscript for the sake of brevity). It is found that the influence of the nonmigrating tides is ignorable. Thus, it is reasonable to map the tidal winds in the Northern Hemisphere from the meteor radar observations using the classical tidal theory.
Fourier Transform
[13] The atmospheric tidal theory is involved to study the periodic fields with the fundamental time/longitude period of 1 d/cycle. In the case of our observations from the meridional chain, the zonal and meridional winds (u, v) are then expressed as the combinations of different tidal components,
where, θ, z, t, and s are the latitude, altitude, local time (in day), and frequency, respectively. We choose the frequency unit as cycle/day so that s is also used to indicate the order of the tidal components. In equation (1), the complex amplitudes of each component for both winds can be expressed as,
where t s u and t s v are the phases for u and v, respectively; they represent the local time of the maximum of each tidal component.
[14] As seen in equation (1) [15] Figure 4 illustrates the absolute amplitudes, A s u (circles) and A s v (crosses), of the diurnal (s = 1; left column), semidiurnal (s = 2; center) and terdiurnal (s = 3; right) components at each station of the IGGCAS meteor radar chain (as labeled beside the corresponding four row plots). As seen in this figure, for the diurnal and semidiurnal components at the lower latitude stations (Wuhan and Sanya stations), the amplitudes of the meridional wind are remarkably larger than those of the zonal one. On the other hand, the amplitudes of both winds are comparable for the terdiurnal components at all the four stations, and for the diurnal and semidiurnal components at the higher latitude stations (Mohe and Beijing stations).
[16] The tidal amplitudes change from station to station. For the diurnal components, the largest amplitude appears at Sanya Station (the lowest latitude of the four stations), reaching~28 m/s and~42 m/s for the zonal and meridional winds, respectively; the tidal amplitudes are considerably large (>10 m/s) at Wuhan Station and quite small (<10 m/s) at Beijing and Mohe Stations (higher latitudes of the four stations). On the contrary, the amplitudes of the semidiurnal components are considerable at Sanya Station, individually reaching~12 m/s and~28 m/s for the zonal and meridional winds, quite small at Wuhan Station (<10 m/s), and very large at Beijing and Mohe stations (reaching~30 m/s and~43 m/s, respectively). This is in good agreement with the previous results that, in the MLT region, the diurnal component dominates near the equator and subtropics, while the semidiurnal component is stronger at higher latitudes than that at lower latitudes [Guharay and Franke, 2011; Manson et al., 2002a Manson et al., , 2002b . The terdiurnal components change with latitude in the similar tendency as that of the semidiurnal ones, whereas they are very weak.
[17] The tidal strengths also change with altitude in the observation range of 80-100 km. In general, the amplitudes of each tidal component for each wind increase rapidly at lower altitudes and then decrease at higher altitudes after reaching a peak. For instance, the strength of the diurnal component peaks in the vicinity of 94-96 km, while that of the semidiurnal component peaks around 96 km except for Sanya Station at which it has the maximum around 92 km. Nevertheless, the amplitudes of the terdiurnal components behave in a much more complicated manner in their altitude direction.
[18] The tidal phases are shown in Figure 5 . According to this illustration, the phases of almost all tidal components at the lower altitudes lag behind those at the higher altitudes, implying an absolutely downward propagation of the tidal waves, or an upward propagation of the tidal energy. This may be ascribed to the main dominant modes of each component. In this situation, under the assumption of an isothermal atmosphere, we can estimate the 'single station' vertical wavelengths for each component of each wind by linearly fitting the altitude variation of the tidal phases. However, due to the superposition of numbers of different wave modes whose contributions are comparable, the propagation directions of the phases for some components are not absolutely downward for instance, the diurnal components at Mohe Station, the semidiurnal components at Wuhan Station, and the terdiurnal components at Beijing and Sanya stations. Their phase gradients change with altitude. In this case, the vertical wavelengths of a single station are invalid. Also, it is difficult to extract different wave modes from the altitude variation of a single station. To study the contributions of different wave modes, we use the classical Hough functions to fit the latitudinal distribution of each tidal component from the meteor radar chain (see section 3.2). [19] Below approximately 100 km, we can ignore the effects of the background horizontal winds, the meridional temperature gradients, as well as the dissipation on the tidal propagation; thus the eigen solutions (Hough modes) to Laplace's tidal equation define the horizontal structures, and the eigen values (equivalent depths) determine the vertical structures of the tides. Under the assumption of an isothermal atmosphere, the vertical structure of each mode can be expressed as a harmonic distribution, i.e., e ik s n z ; here, k s n is the vertical wave number calculated from the eigen value of each Hough mode. The corresponding vertical wavelength l s n derived from k s n for an isothermal atmosphere with background temperature of 256 K is listed in Table 1 . Meanwhile, the horizontal structure of each mode for the horizontal winds can be represented by the velocity expansion functions U and Lindzen, 1970] .
Hough Mode Decomposition
[20] Thus, each tidal component can be decomposed into eigen modes in the following expressions [Chapman and Lindzen, 1970; Lu, 2008a, 2008b] :
where, a s n is the complex amplitude for the corresponding Hough mode, i.e.,
[21] Figure 6 shows the first four ranks of the normalized Hough functions Y In order to agree with the denomination of the classical tidal theory, we use (s, s + n) to represent the corresponding (n + 1)-th mode for a given tidal component with frequency s. To distinguish the tidal components (Fourier components), we use 'mode' to describe Hough functions and corresponding velocity expansion functions with different latitudinal structures. In Figure 6 , the diurnal, semidiurnal, and terdiurnal tidal components are separately represented in the left, center, and right columns. The crosses on each zero line represent the latitude locations of the four stations of the IGGCAS meteor radar chain. As shown in Figure 6 , different orders of Hough modes have different latitudinal scales and the higher the order, the smaller the scale. Hough functions and corresponding velocity expansion functions are alternating between symmetric and antisymmetric about the equator, i.e., symmetric (antisymmetric) when n is even (odd). However, the meridional velocity function V s n y ð Þ is illustrated in the opposite way, i.e., antisymmetric (symmetric) when n is even (odd); because the meridional velocity function V s n y ð Þ used in this paper is northward in both hemispheres. The maxima of the velocity functions U s n y ð Þ; V s n y ð Þ À Á , n = 0, 1, 2, 3 for the diurnal components concentrate at the low-latitude, while those of the semidiurnal and terdiurnal components locate at the midlatitude.
These agree with the observations shown in Figures 2  and 3 , and the Fourier transform results in Figure 4 .
[22] To elucidate this Hough mode decomposition (HMD), different ranks of velocity expansion functions are then used to fit the combination of both the zonal and meridional winds at different altitudes simultaneously in a least-square sense. For the sake of brevity, the trapped velocity expansion functions are not taken into account during the fitting, as there are no in situ excitation sources in the altitude range herein. According to the previous works Lu, 2008a, 2008b; Forbes and Wu, 2006; Oberheide et al., 2011; Oberheide and Forbes, 2008; Pancheva et al., 2009a Pancheva et al., , 2009b Svoboda et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2006] , the Hough mode decomposition converges fast and only the weighted superposition of the first few modes are required to represent the diurnal and semidiurnal tides. Furthermore, according to the estimated error, it is found that the fitting progress is convincible enough employing just the first four [23] As a result, for each tidal component, a set of complex amplitudes a s n n ¼ 0; 1; 2; 3 ð Þare obtained during the Hough mode decomposition. Table 1 lists the fitted amplitude (the absolute amplitude, a s n , and the phase, t s n ) of each tidal mode. It is seen that each of the components is mainly attributed to quite a few modes, especially from one of the symmetric modes. That is, the first symmetric (1, 1) mode, the second symmetric (2, 4) and (3, 5) modes respectively dominate the diurnal, semidiurnal and terdiurnal components. Other modes, like the antisymmetric (1, 2), (2, 3), (2, 5), (3, 4), and (3, 6) modes, also make considerable contributions to the corresponding components. These results are in agreement with the previous works [Chang and Avery, 1997; Guharay and Franke, 2011; Mukhtarov et al., 2009; Oberheide et al., 2011; Pancheva et al., 2010; Xue et al., 2007; Yuan et al., 2008] .
Latitudinal Mapping of the Horizontal Winds
[24] The amplitude of each Hough mode is independent on both latitude and altitude [Chapman and Lindzen, 1970] ; thus, according to equation (3), we can map the latitudinal and altitudinal distributions of different tidal components. Figures 7 and 8 respectively illustrate the amplitudes and phases of the mapped diurnal (left column), semidiurnal (center), and terdiurnal (right) components for the zonal (top row) and meridional (bottom) winds. The white crosses represent the latitude locations of the four stations of the IGGCAS meteor radar chain. As seen in Figure 7 , the diurnal components dominate in the tropics and subtropics centered~25 N and~18 N for the zonal and meridional winds, respectively. They peak in altitude at~94 km around the tropic for both winds. The semidiurnal components are much more important at the midlatitude with maxima higher than 50 N. On the other hand, they are quite considerable in the tropics especially for the meridional wind. These maxima locate at higher altitude comparing with those around the tropic for the diurnal components. The terdiurnal components have similar latitudinal versus altitudinal distributions to those of semidiurnal ones but with much weaker amplitudes. As shown in Figure 8 , the direction of propagation is downward for the tidal phases of these three components. The latitudinal variation of the phases for the diurnal components is smooth, indicating a dominant mode in this region. Yet the phases of the semidiurnal and terdiurnal components obviously vary with the latitudes, implying that these components are composed of two or more modes.
[25] With the superposition of the above tidal components as well as the background horizontal winds, we can map the total horizontal winds in the plane of latitude versus altitude. In the mapping process, the latitudinal versus altitudinal distributions of the background horizontal winds are estimated using the quadratic polynomial fitting to the observed altitude profiles of time averaged horizontal winds at the four stations. The mapped local time versus latitudinal distributions of the zonal and meridional winds at different altitudes (80-100 km, every 4 km) are separately exemplified in the left and right columns in Figure 9 . As shown in this figure, the magnitudes of both winds are comparable. It is noticed that the distribution patterns of both winds are quite different at different latitudes. That is, the diurnal component dominates the tropics and subtropics (15-35 N) and the semidiurnal one dominates midlatitudes (35-55 N) . The transition latitude (~35 N) is slightly higher/lower at lower/higher altitudes. Besides, the local time of the peaks for both winds at the lower altitudes lags behind that at the higher altitudes, indicating a downward propagation of phase and an upward propagation of tidal energy.
Discussion
[26] In order to investigate the atmospheric response to different excitations, numerous assumptions and approximations are invoked in the process of describing and solving the atmospheric Navier-Stokes equations. These assumptions and approximations are broadly applied without question and introduced in detail by Chapman and Lindzen [1970] . For instance, the atmosphere is regarded to be an isothermal atmosphere without the background winds and dissipation.
[27] In this paper, we fit the meridional chain observations of horizontal winds with the eigen functions (Hough modes) according to the classical tidal theory. This data fitting is reasonable because we only focus on the atmospheric tides in the MLT region (80-100 km) where many factors breaking the assumptions of classical tidal theory can be ignored when comparing with those in the thermosphere (>100 km). First, the MLT region can be considered as an isothermal atmosphere, because the latitudinal and altitudinal variations of the background temperature are quite small in this region with respect to those in the thermosphere. Also, the MLT temperature itself is much smaller than that in the thermosphere; this makes it possible to ignore the tidal dissipation, which increases with the background temperature. In addition, the background winds in the MLT region are also small (i.e., much smaller than those in the thermosphere), thus its effects on the tidal propagation is unimportant.
[28] However, in a realistic upper atmosphere, e.g., the thermosphere at altitudes above 100 km, the meridional gradients of the background temperature, the background horizontal winds, as well as the wave dissipation caused by the large atmospheric viscosity and thermal conductivity, make the classical Hough mode decomposition invalid [Forbes and Hagan, 1982] . In this situation, some further extensions or improvements are needed, such as "Hough Mode Extension", which accounts for the dissipative effects. [Forbes and Hagan, 1982; Forbes and Wu, 2006; Lindzen et al., 1977; Oberheide et al., 2011; Oberheide and Forbes, 2008; Svoboda et al., 2005] .
[29] To verify the quality of the Hough mode decomposition, we further map the horizontal winds by calculating the superposition of reconstructed tidal components using the Hough mode decomposition results. The right columns of Figures 10 and 11 respectively illustrate the reconstructed results for the zonal (u) and meridional (v) winds. For comparison, the monthly median values and the filtered results from Fourier transform are separately provided in the left and middle columns of the two figures. It can be seen that the magnitude and as well as the latitudinal and altitudinal structures of the filtered and the observed values for both winds are in good agreement. Subtle discrepancies exist because of the absence of the components with much shorter time scale. However, most amplitudes of the errors between them are smaller than 10 m/s for both winds; their standard deviations are 3.7 m/s and 4.1 m/s for the zonal and meridional winds, respectively. As seen in these two figures, the magnitude and general structure of the reconstructed winds agree well with the radar observations at the four stations. Furthermore, the linear correlation coefficients (R u ,R v ) between the reconstructions and the observations for both winds are larger than 0.89. Also, the standard deviations of the errors between them are 8.08 m/s and 10.07 m/s for the zonal and meridional winds, respectively. In conclusion, the mapping process successfully reproduces the local time versus altitudinal distributions of the original observations for the horizontal winds from the four stations of the IGGCAS meteor radar chain. Yet the subtle discrepancies between them are probably due to the absence of the higher order Hough modes or the signals of nonmigrating tides in the observation. The quantitative agreement is already satisfactory and it can adequately represent the structure of the horizontal winds in the MLT region.
[30] The Hough modes from the classical tidal theory are orthogonal and complete covering from pole to pole [Xu et al., 2012] . However, in this paper, it should be pointed out that the stations of the IGGCAS meteor radar chain locate at the middle-and low-latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere. For the sake of the limitation of the latitude coverage, Hough modes within these latitudes are not absolutely complete, but they are to some degree mutual orthogonal with weighted factors coupling the corresponding vertical structures at different altitudes. Thus, the exact contributions of different Hough modes and the mapping process may not be applicable to the latitudes uncovered. In order to construct a global tidal map, the latitude coverage from pole to pole is needed, since the limitation of the latitude may bring in errors. However, our major object is to propose a mapping technique. Also, this technique is applicable to this latitude coverage; the mapping results limited at the middle-and low-latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere are reasonable. The latitude coverage of this mapping technique from the existing data can be extended if the meteor radar observations from the stations in the Southern Hemisphere are augmented. Furthermore, if the observations from a zonal meteor radar chain were available, we can distinguish the migrating and nonmigrating tides and investigate their longitudinal effect.
[31] The tidal components extracted from the hourly values of horizontal winds observed by the IGGCAS meteor radar chain exactly reveal the averaged eigen tidal oscillations of the atmosphere. Hence, these tides may meet with the Navier-Stokes equations. That is, the tidal components may be described by the classical tidal theory, which is the basis of our HMD method. While for the space-borne measurements, due to the limited local time coverage, composite data of several months are usually required to extract different tides. These tides represent a statistically climatological picture rather than an exact average of tidal oscillations. Thus, these tides may not exactly meet with the Navier-Stokes equations, due to the day-to-day variability during such a long period (about 60 d). In this case, the tides extracted from the composite data may not satisfy the tidal dispersion relation of the classical tidal theory. In other words, the classical tidal theory is not applicable to these tides.
Conclusion
[32] In the present paper, we report the observations of the horizontal winds in the MLT region from the IGGCAS meteor radar chain located at middle-and low-latitudes around 120 E meridian in the Northern Hemisphere. The horizontal winds observed during December 2011 are decomposed into different tidal components and different eigen modes by means of Fourier transform and Hough mode decomposition. The main results are summarized as follows. [33] 1. For both horizontal winds, the diurnal component dominates at the low-latitude stations, i.e., Sanya and Wuhan stations, while the semidiurnal component dominates at midlatitude stations, i.e., Beijing and Mohe stations. The amplitudes of these two components peak in the MLT region (80-100 km).
[34] 2. Each component is dominated by one of its symmetric Hough modes, i.e., (1, 1), (2, 4), and (3, 5) modes respectively for the diurnal, semidiurnal, and terdiurnal components. Considerable contributions are also from the corresponding first and second antisymmetric modes, i.e., (2, 3), (3, 4), and (2, 5), (3, 6) modes.
[35] With the decomposed results we further propose a technique to map the horizontal winds as distributions of latitude, altitude, and local time. It is demonstrated that the mapped results successfully reproduce the local time versus altitudinal variation of the horizontal winds observed at the four stations of the IGGCAS meteor radar chain. Thus, the meridional radar chain may be used to monitor and study the local distribution of the tidal winds in the MLT region.
